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-- Number of tv_Series done each year and their age 
With seriesAndAge aas( 
  SELECT startYear, 
      (endYear - startYear) AS Age, 
      COUNT(*) AS countSY 
      FROM title_basics 
      WHERE startYear IS NOT NULL AND startYear >= 1960  
   AND titleType = 'tvSeries' 
      GROUP BY  startYear, (endYear - startYear) 
      ORDER BY  startYear 
      limit 100), 



 
-- Total number of tv_Series done each year       
totalCountEachYear aas( 
  SELECT startYear, 
       count(*) AS totalCount 
     FROM title_basics 
     WHERE startYear IS NOT NULL AND startYear >= 1960  
  AND titleType = 'tvSeries' 
     GROUP BY  startYear 
     ORDER BY  startYear) 
 
SELECT a.startYear, 
       a.Age, 
       a.countSY AS Number_of_TVSeries, 
       cast(a.countSY AS double)*100/b.totalCount AS 
Percentage_start_year 
       FROM seriesAndAge a 
       INNER JOIN totalCountEachYear b ON a.startYear = b.startYear  
       ORDER BY a.startyear, a.Age  
       LIMIT 10; 



-- INSERT INTO title_basics (tconst,titleType ,primaryTitle 
,originalTitle ,isAdult ,startYear ,endYear ,runtimeMinutes ,genres) 
VALUES ('abcdefghi', 'movie', 'Hola', '', False, 1995, 1995, 3, 
ARRAY[''] ); 
 
-- DELETE FROM title_basics WHERE tconst = 'abcdefghi'; 
 
-- Data Inconsistency Check. [1 inconsitent row included to check 
the query] 
SSELECT startYear, 
       COUNT(*) AS Number_of_movies 
FROM title_basics 
WHERE startYear IS NOT NULL 
        AND startYear >= 1960 
        AND titleType = 'movie' 
        AND (originalTitle IS NULL OR LENGTH(originalTitle)=0) 
        AND (LENGTH(primaryTitle)>0 OR primaryTitle IS NOT NULL) 
GROUP BY  startYear 

ORDER BY  startYear;

-- Subquering to check data consistency 
SELECT startYear, COUNT(*) AS Number_of_movies 
FROM title_basics  
WHERE tConst IN (SELECT titleID 
        FROM aka_titles 
        WHERE LENGTH(title)>0 
             AND isOriginalTitle=0) 
      AND startYear >= 1960 
      AND titleType = 'movie' 
GROUP BY startYear 
ORDER BY startYear;



-- Data Inconsistency Check. [1 inconsitent row included to check 
the query] 
SSELECT startYear, COUNT(startYear) AS Number_of_movies 
FROM title_basics 
WHERE endYear IS NOT NULL 
      AND startYear >= 1960 
      AND titleType = 'movie' 
GROUP BY  startYear 

ORDER BY  startYear;



WWITH arra AS ( 
 select startYear, genres1, genres2, runtimeminutes 
 from title_basics_arr 
 cross join unnest(genresa) WITH ORDINALITY AS t(genres1, genres2) 
 where startYear >= 1960 and runtimeminutes is not null 
 limit 100 
) 
 
 
SELECT distinct startYear,  
  genres1,  
  count(genres1) over(partition by arra.genres1) as 
number_of_movies,          
  MIN(runtimeminutes) over(partition by arra.genres1) as minRT,  
  MAX(runtimeminutes) over(partition by arra.genres1) as maxRT  
FROM arra  

ORDER BY startYear 



wwith cte1 as( 
select a.startyear as year,  
       a.primarytitle as movie,  
       round(b.averagerating) as rating,  
       count(a.primarytitle) over () as cnt 
from title_basics a  
     inner join title_ratings b on a.tconst=b.tconst 
where a.titletype = 'movie' 
      and a.startyear >= 2015 
order by a.startyear), 
 
cte2 as 
(select distinct cte1.rating as rating,  
       count(cte1.movie) over (partition by cte1.rating order by 
cte1.rating) as rating_1,  
       cast(cte1.cnt as double) as tot 
from cte1) 
 
select cte2.rating, 
       round((cte2.rating_1/cte2.tot),4) as den  
from cte2 
order by cte2.rating 



wwith aux1 as ( 
 sselect ( 
  case when numvotes >= 1 and numvotes <= 1000 then 1000 
              when numvotes > 1000 and numvotes <= 2000 then 2000 
              when numvotes > 2000 and numvotes <= 3000 then 3000  
              when numvotes > 3000 and numvotes <= 4000 then 4000 
              when numvotes > 4000 and numvotes <= 5000 then 5000 
              when numvotes > 5000 and numvotes <= 6000 then 6000 
              when numvotes > 6000 and numvotes <= 7000 then 7000 
              when numvotes > 7000 and numvotes <= 8000 then 8000 
              when numvotes > 8000 and numvotes <= 9000 then 9000 
              when numvotes > 9000 and numvotes <= 10000 then 10000 
                   else NULL end) as num,  
                   t1.numvotes as numvotes, 
                   count(t1.numvotes) over() as tot 
            from title_ratings t1 inner join title_basics t2 on  
    t1.tconst = t2.tconst  
            where t2.startyear >=2015), 
 
 
aux2 as (select distinct aux1.num as range,  
                cast(aux1.tot as double) as totalVotes,  
                count(aux1.numvotes) over(partition by aux1.num) as 
   nVotes 
         from aux1) 
          
select range, round(nVotes/totalVotes,5)  
from aux2 
where range is not null 
order by range



  with cte1 as(select startyear as year,  
                    primarytitle aas movie,  
                    runtimeminutes aas runtime,  
                    count(primarytitle) over () as cnt 
             from title_basics 
             where titletype = 'movie' 
                   and startyear >= 2015 
             order by startyear), 
              
     cte2 as (select distinct cte1.runtime as rt,  
                              cast(cte1.cnt as double) as total,  
                              count(cte1.runtime) over(partition by 
        cte1.runtime) as runtimeSum 
                       from cte1 
                       order by rt) 
 



 
sselect cte2.rt as runtimeMinutes,  
       round((cte2.runtimeSum/cte2.total),5) as     
   Density_Total_no_of_movies_in_last_5_yrs 
from cte2 
order by runtimeMinutes 
 



wwith cte1 as(select startyear as year,  
                    primarytitle as movie,  
                    count(*) over () as cnt 
             from title_basics 
             where titletype = 'movie' 
                   and startyear between 2000 and 2019 
             order by startyear), 
              
     cte2 as (select distinct cte1.year as startYear,  
                              cast(cte1.cnt as double) as total,  
                              count(cte1.year) over(partition by 
cte1.year) as yearSum 
                       from cte1 
                       order by startYear) 
select cte2.startYear as startYear,  
       round((cte2.yearSum/cte2.total),5) as 
Density_Total_no_of_movies_in_last_20_yrs 
from cte2 

order by startYear



sselect tconst as movie_title_ID,  
        primaryTitle aas movie_title,  
        genresa as Genres 
 from title_basics_arr 
 where titleType = 'movie' --and cardinality(genresa) >=5  
 order by cardinality(genresa) desc  

 limit 10 



sselect a.tconst, b.primarytitle,a.directorsa  
ffrom title_crew_arr a 
INNER JOIN title_basics b ON a.tconst=b.tconst 
order by cardinality(a.directorsa) desc 
limit 10 





o









ccreate table us_accident_v3 as 
select count(start_lng) from us_accident_v3 where start_lng > 0 
 
select count(*) from us_accident_v3; 
 
select timezone from us_accident_v3  
group by timezone; 
 
select * from us_accident_v3 where timezone = ''; 
 
select side from us_accident_v3  
group by side; 
 
select count(*) from us_accident_v3 where temperature < 0;

 
WITH sev1 as(SELECT DISTINCT count(id) as Acc_Sev1, state 
    FROM us_accident_v3 
    WHERE severity = 1 
    GROUP BY state),  
     
sev2 as(SELECT DISTINCT count(id) as Acc_Sev2, state 
    FROM us_accident_v3 
    WHERE severity = 2 
    GROUP BY state),  
 
sev3 as(SELECT DISTINCT count(id) as Acc_Sev3, state 
    FROM us_accident_v3 
    WHERE severity = 3 
    GROUP BY state),  
 
sev4 as(SELECT DISTINCT count(id) as Acc_Sev4, state 
    FROM us_accident_v3 



    WWHERE severity = 4 
    GROUP BY state) 
     
SELECT sev1.state, Acc_Sev1, Acc_Sev2, Acc_Sev3, Acc_Sev4 
FROM sev1, sev2, sev3, sev4 
WHERE   sev1.state = sev2.state AND 
        sev2.state = sev3.state AND 
        sev3.state = sev4.state  

ORDER BY sev1.state ASC

SELECT DISTINCT 
    (SELECT avg(date_diff('hour',start_time,end_time)) 
    FROM us_accident_v3 
    WHERE severity = 4) AS Avg_dur_sev_4,  
 
    (SELECT stddev(date_diff('hour',start_time,end_time)) 
    FROM us_accident_v3 
    WHERE severity = 4) AS Stddev_dur_sev_4,  
 
    (SELECT max(date_diff('hour',start_time,end_time)) 
    FROM us_accident_v3 



    WWHERE severity = 4) AS Max_dur_sev_4,  
     
    (SELECT avg(date_diff('hour',start_time,end_time)) 
    FROM us_accident_v3 
    WHERE severity = 3) AS Avg_dur_sev_3,  
 
    (SELECT stddev(date_diff('hour',start_time,end_time)) 
    FROM us_accident_v3 
    WHERE severity = 3) AS Stddev_dur_sev_3,  
 
    (SELECT max(date_diff('hour',start_time,end_time)) 
    FROM us_accident_v3 
    WHERE severity = 3) AS Max_dur_sev_3,  
 
    (SELECT avg(date_diff('hour',start_time,end_time)) 
    FROM us_accident_v3 
    WHERE severity = 2) AS Avg_dur_sev_2,  
 
    (SELECT stddev(date_diff('hour',start_time,end_time)) 
    FROM us_accident_v3 
    WHERE severity = 2) AS Stddev_dur_sev_2,  
 
    (SELECT max(date_diff('hour',start_time,end_time)) 
    FROM us_accident_v3 
    WHERE severity = 2) AS Max_dur_sev_2,  
     
    (SELECT avg(date_diff('hour',start_time,end_time)) 
    FROM us_accident_v3 
    WHERE severity = 1) AS Avg_dur_sev_1,  
 
    (SELECT stddev(date_diff('hour',start_time,end_time)) 
    FROM us_accident_v3 
    WHERE severity = 1) AS Stddev_dur_sev_1,  
 
    (SELECT max(date_diff('hour',start_time,end_time)) 
    FROM us_accident_v3 
    WHERE severity = 1) AS Max_dur_sev_1  
     

FROM us_accident_v3



wwith s4g as (select distinct date, severity, count(*) over 
(partition bby severity) as Sev4_Good_cnt 
from 
(select date(start_time) as date, severity 
from us_accident_v3 
where   year(start_time) > 2018 and    
        severity = 4 and  
        (weather_condition = 'Clear' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Cloudy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Cloudy / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Drizzle' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Drizzle / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Fair' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Fair / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Haze' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Blowing Snow' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Drizzle' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Hail' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Haze' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Ice Pellets' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain Showers' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Sleet' OR 



        weather_condition = 'Light Snow' OOR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow and Sleet' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow Grains' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow Shower' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow Showers' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Rain' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Snow' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Mist' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'N/A Precipitation' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Overcast' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Partial Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Partial Fog / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Patches of Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Scattered Clouds' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Shallow Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Showers in the Vicinity' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Small Hail' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Thunder in the Vicinity') 
order by month(start_time), date(start_time))  
order by severity desc, Sev4_Good_cnt desc), 
s4b as (select distinct date, severity, count(*) over (partition by 
severity) as Sev4_Bad_cnt 
from 
(select date(start_time) as date, severity 
from us_accident_v3 
where   year(start_time) > 2018 and  
          
         
        severity = 4 and  
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Clear' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Cloudy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Cloudy / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Drizzle' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Drizzle / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Fair' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Fair / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Haze' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Blowing Snow' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Drizzle' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Drizzle / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Freezing Drizzle' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Freezing Fog' AND 



        weather_condition NNOT LIKE 'Light Freezing Rain' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Freezing Rain / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Hail' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Haze' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Ice Pellets' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain Shower' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain Shower / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain Showers' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Sleet' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow and Sleet' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow Grains' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow Shower' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow Showers' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light ThunderstANDms and Rain' 
AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light ThunderstANDms and Snow' 
AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Mist' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Mostly Cloudy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Mostly Cloudy / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'N/A Precipitation' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Overcast' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Partial Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Partial Fog / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Partly Cloudy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Partly Cloudy / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Patches of Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Scattered Clouds' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Shallow Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Showers in the Vicinity' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Small Hail' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Thunder in the Vicinity' 
order by month(start_time), date(start_time))  
order by severity desc, Sev4_Bad_cnt desc), 
 
s3g as (select distinct date, severity, count(*) over (partition by 
severity) as Sev3_Good_cnt 
from 
(select date(start_time) as date, severity 
from us_accident_v3 
where   year(start_time) > 2018 and  
          
         
        severity = 3 and  



        (weather_condition = 'Clear' OOR 
        weather_condition = 'Cloudy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Cloudy / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Drizzle' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Drizzle / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Fair' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Fair / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Haze' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Blowing Snow' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Drizzle' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Hail' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Haze' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Ice Pellets' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain Showers' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Sleet' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow and Sleet' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow Grains' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow Shower' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow Showers' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Rain' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Snow' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Mist' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'N/A Precipitation' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Overcast' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Partial Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Partial Fog / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Patches of Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Scattered Clouds' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Shallow Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Showers in the Vicinity' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Small Hail' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Thunder in the Vicinity') 



oorder by month(start_time), date(start_time))  
order by severity desc, Sev3_Good_cnt desc), 
s3b as (select distinct date, severity, count(*) over (partition by 
severity) as Sev3_Bad_cnt 
from 
(select date(start_time) as date, severity 
from us_accident_v3 
where   year(start_time) > 2018 and  
          
         
        severity = 3 and  
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Clear' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Cloudy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Cloudy / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Drizzle' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Drizzle / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Fair' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Fair / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Haze' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Blowing Snow' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Drizzle' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Drizzle / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Freezing Drizzle' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Freezing Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Freezing Rain' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Freezing Rain / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Hail' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Haze' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Ice Pellets' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain Shower' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain Shower / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain Showers' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Sleet' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow and Sleet' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow Grains' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow Shower' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow Showers' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light ThunderstANDms and Rain' 
AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light ThunderstANDms and Snow' 
AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Mist' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Mostly Cloudy' AND 



        weather_condition NNOT LIKE 'Mostly Cloudy / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'N/A Precipitation' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Overcast' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Partial Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Partial Fog / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Partly Cloudy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Partly Cloudy / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Patches of Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Scattered Clouds' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Shallow Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Showers in the Vicinity' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Small Hail' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Thunder in the Vicinity' 
order by month(start_time), date(start_time))  
order by severity desc, Sev3_Bad_cnt desc), 
 
s2g as (select distinct date, severity, count(*) over (partition by 
severity) as Sev2_Good_cnt 
from 
(select date(start_time) as date, severity 
from us_accident_v3 
where   year(start_time) > 2018 and  
          
         
        severity = 2 and  
        (weather_condition = 'Clear' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Cloudy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Cloudy / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Drizzle' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Drizzle / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Fair' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Fair / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Haze' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Blowing Snow' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Drizzle' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Hail' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Haze' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Ice Pellets' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower' OR 



        weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower / Windy' OOR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain Showers' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Sleet' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow and Sleet' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow Grains' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow Shower' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow Showers' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Rain' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Snow' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Mist' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'N/A Precipitation' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Overcast' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Partial Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Partial Fog / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Patches of Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Scattered Clouds' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Shallow Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Showers in the Vicinity' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Small Hail' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Thunder in the Vicinity') 
order by month(start_time), date(start_time))  
order by severity desc, Sev2_Good_cnt desc), 
s2b as (select distinct date, severity, count(*) over (partition by 
severity) as Sev2_Bad_cnt 
from 
(select date(start_time) as date, severity 
from us_accident_v3 
where   year(start_time) > 2018 and  
          
         
        severity = 2 and  
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Clear' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Cloudy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Cloudy / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Drizzle' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Drizzle / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Fair' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Fair / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Haze' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Blowing Snow' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Drizzle' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Drizzle / Windy' AND 



        weather_condition NNOT LIKE 'Light Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Freezing Drizzle' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Freezing Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Freezing Rain' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Freezing Rain / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Hail' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Haze' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Ice Pellets' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain Shower' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain Shower / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain Showers' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Sleet' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow and Sleet' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow Grains' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow Shower' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow Showers' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light ThunderstANDms and Rain' 
AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light ThunderstANDms and Snow' 
AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Mist' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Mostly Cloudy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Mostly Cloudy / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'N/A Precipitation' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Overcast' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Partial Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Partial Fog / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Partly Cloudy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Partly Cloudy / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Patches of Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Scattered Clouds' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Shallow Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Showers in the Vicinity' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Small Hail' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Thunder in the Vicinity' 
order by month(start_time), date(start_time))  
order by severity desc, Sev2_Bad_cnt desc), 
 
s1g as (select distinct date, severity, count(*) over (partition by 
severity) as Sev1_Good_cnt 
from 
(select date(start_time) as date, severity 
from us_accident_v3 
where   year(start_time) > 2018 and  



          
         
        severity = 1 aand  
        (weather_condition = 'Clear' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Cloudy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Cloudy / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Drizzle' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Drizzle / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Fair' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Fair / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Haze' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Blowing Snow' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Drizzle' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Hail' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Haze' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Ice Pellets' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Rain Showers' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Sleet' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow and Sleet' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow Grains' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow Shower' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Snow Showers' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Rain' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Snow' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Mist' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'N/A Precipitation' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Overcast' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Partial Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Partial Fog / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy / Windy' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Patches of Fog' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Scattered Clouds' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Shallow Fog' OR 



        weather_condition = 'Showers in the Vicinity' OOR 
        weather_condition = 'Small Hail' OR 
        weather_condition = 'Thunder in the Vicinity') 
order by month(start_time), date(start_time))  
order by severity desc, Sev1_Good_cnt desc), 
s1b as (select distinct date, severity, count(*) over (partition by 
severity) as Sev1_Bad_cnt 
from 
(select date(start_time) as date, severity 
from us_accident_v3 
where   year(start_time) > 2018 and  
          
         
        severity = 1 and  
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Clear' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Cloudy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Cloudy / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Drizzle' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Drizzle / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Fair' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Fair / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Haze' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Blowing Snow' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Drizzle' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Drizzle / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Freezing Drizzle' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Freezing Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Freezing Rain' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Freezing Rain / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Hail' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Haze' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Ice Pellets' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain Shower' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain Shower / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Rain Showers' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Sleet' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow and Sleet' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow Grains' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow Shower' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light Snow Showers' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Light ThunderstANDms and Rain' 
AND 



        weather_condition NNOT LIKE 'Light ThunderstANDms and Snow' 
AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Mist' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Mostly Cloudy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Mostly Cloudy / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'N/A Precipitation' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Overcast' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Partial Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Partial Fog / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Partly Cloudy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Partly Cloudy / Windy' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Patches of Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Scattered Clouds' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Shallow Fog' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Showers in the Vicinity' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Small Hail' AND 
        weather_condition NOT LIKE 'Thunder in the Vicinity' 
order by month(start_time), date(start_time))  
order by severity desc, Sev1_Bad_cnt desc) 
 
select s4g.date,  
       100 * s4g.Sev4_Good_cnt / (s4g.Sev4_Good_cnt + 
s4b.Sev4_Bad_cnt) as Sev4_Good,  
       100 * s4b.Sev4_Bad_cnt / (s4g.Sev4_Good_cnt + 
s4b.Sev4_Bad_cnt) as Sev4_Bad, 
 
       100 * s3g.Sev3_Good_cnt / (s3g.Sev3_Good_cnt + 
s3b.Sev3_Bad_cnt) as Sev3_Good,  
       100 * s3b.Sev3_Bad_cnt / (s3g.Sev3_Good_cnt + 
s3b.Sev3_Bad_cnt) as Sev3_Bad, 
 
       100 * s2g.Sev2_Good_cnt / (s2g.Sev2_Good_cnt + 
s2b.Sev2_Bad_cnt) as Sev2_Good,  
       100 * s2b.Sev2_Bad_cnt / (s2g.Sev2_Good_cnt + 
s2b.Sev2_Bad_cnt) as Sev2_Bad, 
 
       100 * s1g.Sev1_Good_cnt / (s1g.Sev1_Good_cnt + 
s1b.Sev1_Bad_cnt) as Sev1_Good,  
       100 * s1b.Sev1_Bad_cnt / (s1g.Sev1_Good_cnt + 
s1b.Sev1_Bad_cnt) as Sev1_Bad 
from s4g, s4b, s3g, s3b, s2g, s2b, s1g, s1b 
where   s4g.date = s4b.date and  
        s3g.date = s3b.date and 
        s2g.date = s2b.date and 
        s1g.date = s1b.date and 
        s1g.date = s2g.date and 
        s2g.date = s3g.date and  



        s3g.ddate = s4g.date   

o

select distinct date, temp_range_in_f, severity, weather_condn, 
count(*) over (partition by weather_condn, severity, 
temp_range_in_f) as cnt 



ffrom 
(select date(start_time) as date,  
case  
        when temperature between -80 and -71 then '-80 to -71' 
        when temperature between -70 and -61 then '-70 to -61' 
  when temperature between -60 and -51 then '-60 to -51' 
  when temperature between -50 and -41 then '-50 to -41' 
  when temperature between -40 and -31 then '-40 to -31' 
  when temperature between -30 and -21 then '-30 to -21' 
  when temperature between -20 and -11 then '-20 to -11' 
  when temperature between -10 and -1 then '-10 to -01' 
  when temperature between 0 and 9 then '0 to 9' 
  when temperature between 10 and 19 then '10 to 19' 
  when temperature between 20 and 29 then '20 to 29' 
  when temperature between 30 and 39 then '30 to 39' 
  when temperature between 40 and 49 then '40 to 49' 
  when temperature between 50 and 59 then '50 to 59' 
  when temperature between 60 and 69 then '60 to 69' 
  when temperature between 70 and 79 then '70 to 79' 
  when temperature between 80 and 89 then '80 to 89' 
  when temperature between 90 and 99 then '90 to 99' 
  when temperature between 100 and 109 then '100 to 109' 
  when temperature between 110 and 119 then '110 to 119' 
  when temperature between 120 and 129 then '120 to 129' 
  when temperature between 130 and 139 then '130 to 139' 
  when temperature between 140 and 149 then '140 to 149' 
  when temperature between 150 and 159 then '150 to 159' 
  when temperature between 160 and 169 then '160 to 169' 
  when temperature between 170 and 179 then '170 to 179' 
  else 'temperature unknown' 
end as temp_range_in_f,  
case  
        when weather_condition = 'Clear' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Cloudy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Cloudy / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Drizzle' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Drizzle / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Fair' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Fair / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Haze' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Blowing Snow' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Drizzle' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Fog' then 'good' 



        when weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain' tthen 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain / Windy' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Hail' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Haze' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Ice Pellets' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower / Windy' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain Showers' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Sleet' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow and Sleet' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow Grains' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow Shower' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow Showers' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Rain' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Snow' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Mist' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'N/A Precipitation' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Overcast' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Partial Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Partial Fog / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Patches of Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Scattered Clouds' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Shallow Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Showers in the Vicinity' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Small Hail' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Thunder in the Vicinity' then 
'good' 
  else 'bad' 
end as weather_condn, severity  
from us_accident_v3 
where year(start_time) = 2019 and month(start_time) = 12 and 
day(start_time) = 31 
order by month(start_time), date(start_time))  



oorder by temp_range_in_f, severity desc, weather_condn, cnt 

desc;

o

select distinct date, wc_range_in_f, severity, weather_condn, 
count(*) over (partition by weather_condn, severity, wc_range_in_f) 
as cnt 
from 
(select date(start_time) as date,  
case  
        when wind_chill between -70 and -61 then '-70 to -61' 
  when wind_chill between -60 and -51 then '-60 to -51' 
  when wind_chill between -50 and -41 then '-50 to -41' 
  when wind_chill between -40 and -31 then '-40 to -31' 
  when wind_chill between -30 and -21 then '-30 to -21' 
  when wind_chill between -20 and -11 then '-20 to -11' 
  when wind_chill between -10 and -1 then '-10 to -01' 
  when wind_chill between 0 and 9 then '0 to 9' 
  when wind_chill between 10 and 19 then '10 to 19' 
  when wind_chill between 20 and 29 then '20 to 29' 
  when wind_chill between 30 and 39 then '30 to 39' 
  when wind_chill between 40 and 49 then '40 to 49' 



  when wind_chill bbetween 50 and 59 then '50 to 59' 
  when wind_chill between 60 and 69 then '60 to 69' 
  when wind_chill between 70 and 79 then '70 to 79' 
  when wind_chill between 80 and 89 then '80 to 89' 
  when wind_chill between 90 and 99 then '90 to 99' 
  when wind_chill between 100 and 109 then '100 to 109' 
  when wind_chill between 110 and 119 then '110 to 119' 
  else 'wind_chill unknown' 
end as wc_range_in_f,  
case  
        when weather_condition = 'Clear' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Cloudy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Cloudy / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Drizzle' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Drizzle / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Fair' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Fair / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Haze' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Blowing Snow' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Drizzle' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain / Windy' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Hail' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Haze' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Ice Pellets' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower / Windy' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain Showers' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Sleet' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow and Sleet' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow Grains' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow Shower' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow Showers' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Rain' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Snow' then 
'good' 



        when weather_condition = 'Mist' tthen 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'N/A Precipitation' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Overcast' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Partial Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Partial Fog / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Patches of Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Scattered Clouds' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Shallow Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Showers in the Vicinity' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Small Hail' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Thunder in the Vicinity' then 
'good' 
  else 'bad' 
end as weather_condn, severity  
from us_accident_v3 
where year(start_time) = 2019 and month(start_time) = 12 and 
day(start_time) = 31 
order by month(start_time), date(start_time))  
order by wc_range_in_f, severity desc, weather_condn, cnt desc;



o

sselect distinct date, hum_range_in_f, severity, weather_condn, 
count(*) over (partition by weather_condn, severity, hum_range_in_f) 
as cnt 
from 
(select date(start_time) as date,  
case  
        when humidity between 0 and 9 then '0 to 9' 
  when humidity between 10 and 19 then '10 to 19' 
  when humidity between 20 and 29 then '20 to 29' 
  when humidity between 30 and 39 then '30 to 39' 
  when humidity between 40 and 49 then '40 to 49' 
  when humidity between 50 and 59 then '50 to 59' 
  when humidity between 60 and 69 then '60 to 69' 
  when humidity between 70 and 79 then '70 to 79' 
  when humidity between 80 and 89 then '80 to 89' 
  when humidity between 90 and 99 then '90 to 99' 
  when humidity between 100 and 109 then '100 to 109' 
  else 'humidity unknown' 
end as hum_range_in_f,  
case  
        when weather_condition = 'Clear' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Cloudy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Cloudy / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Drizzle' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Drizzle / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Fair' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Fair / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Haze' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Blowing Snow' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Drizzle' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain / Windy' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Hail' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Haze' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Ice Pellets' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower' then 'good' 



        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower / Windy' tthen 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain Showers' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Sleet' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow and Sleet' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow Grains' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow Shower' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow Showers' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Rain' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Snow' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Mist' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'N/A Precipitation' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Overcast' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Partial Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Partial Fog / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Patches of Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Scattered Clouds' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Shallow Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Showers in the Vicinity' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Small Hail' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Thunder in the Vicinity' then 
'good' 
  else 'bad' 
end as weather_condn, severity  
from us_accident_v3 
where year(start_time) = 2019 and month(start_time) = 12 and 
day(start_time) = 31 
order by month(start_time), date(start_time))  
order by hum_range_in_f, severity desc, weather_condn, cnt desc;



o

sselect distinct date, press_range_in_f, severity, weather_condn, 
count(*) over (partition by weather_condn, severity, 
press_range_in_f) as cnt 
from 
(select date(start_time) as date,  
case  
        when pressure between 0 and 9 then '0 to 9' 
  when pressure between 10 and 19 then '10 to 19' 
  when pressure between 20 and 29 then '20 to 29' 
  when pressure between 30 and 39 then '30 to 39' 
  else 'pressure unknown' 
end as press_range_in_f,  
case  
        when weather_condition = 'Clear' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Cloudy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Cloudy / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Drizzle' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Drizzle / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Fair' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Fair / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Haze' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Blowing Snow' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Drizzle' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain' then 'good' 



        when weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain / Windy' tthen 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Hail' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Haze' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Ice Pellets' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower / Windy' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Rain Showers' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Sleet' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow and Sleet' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow Grains' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow Shower' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Snow Showers' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Rain' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Snow' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Mist' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'N/A Precipitation' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Overcast' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Partial Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Partial Fog / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy / Windy' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Patches of Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Scattered Clouds' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Shallow Fog' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Showers in the Vicinity' then 
'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Small Hail' then 'good' 
        when weather_condition = 'Thunder in the Vicinity' then 
'good' 
  else 'bad' 
end as weather_condn, severity  
from us_accident_v3 
where year(start_time) = 2019 and month(start_time) = 12 and 
day(start_time) = 31 
order by month(start_time), date(start_time))  
order by press_range_in_f, severity desc, weather_condn, cnt desc;





SSELECT count(id) AS NumAcc, 
         severity, 
         extract(week 
FROM start_time) AS week 
FROM timezone_table us_accident_v3 
WHERE (extract(year 
FROM start_time) > 2015 
        AND extract(month 
FROM start_time)>1) 
        OR (extract(year 
FROM start_time) > 2016) 
GROUP BY  severity, extract(week 
FROM start_time);



SSELECT severity, 
       avg(distance) AS AvgDis, 
       stddev(distance) AS StdDevDis, 
       max(distance) AS MaxDis 
FROM us_accident_v3 
GROUP BY  severity 
ORDER BY  severity 







wwith cte1 AS 
    (SELECT b.slno, 
         b.pattrn, 
         cardinality(regexp_extract_all(lower(a.n_description), 
         lower(b.pattrn))) count 
    FROM base_corpus3 a 
    CROSS JOIN concept7 b 
    ORDER BY  slno) 
 
SELECT DISTINCT slno as Serial_No, 
         pattrn as Pattern, 
         sum(count) 
    OVER (partition by pattrn) AS Frequency 
FROM cte1 
ORDER BY  slno; 



wwith q_12_int AS  
    (SSELECT DISTINCT state, 
         zipcode, 
         date(start_time) AS date_, 
         sum(precipitation) 
        OVER (partition by date(start_time), zipcode, state) AS 
total 
    FROM us_accident_v3 
    WHERE (upper(weather_condition) LIKE upper('%rain%') 
            OR upper(weather_condition) LIKE upper('%cloudy%') 
            OR upper(weather_condition) LIKE upper('%overcast%')) 
            AND precipitation > 0 
    ORDER BY  state, zipcode, date_, total desc) 
SELECT DISTINCT state, 
         date_, 
         avg(total) 
    OVER (partition by date_, state) AS avg_ 
FROM q_12_int 

ORDER BY  state, date_, avg_ desc;



SSELECT DISTINCT state, 
         ddate(start_time) AS date_, 
         precipitation, 
         count(*) 
    OVER (partition by precipitation, date(start_time), state) AS 
count 
FROM us_accident_v3 
WHERE precipitation IS NOT NULL 
ORDER BY  state, date_ desc, precipitation desc, count desc; 
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SSELECT weather_condition, count(id) AS total, severity 
FFROM us_accident_v3 
GROUP BY weather_condition, severity 

ORDER BY count(id) DESC



SSELECT count(idWe) as count_Acc, weather_Condn, severity 
 
FROM(SELECT id as idWe, 
CASE  
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Clear' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Cloudy' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Cloudy / Windy' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Drizzle' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Drizzle / Windy' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Fair' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Fair / Windy' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Haze' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Blowing Snow' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Drizzle / Windy' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Fog' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Drizzle' THEN 
'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Fog' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Freezing Rain / Windy' THEN 
'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Hail' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Haze' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Ice Pellets' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Rain' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Rain / Windy' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Rain Shower / Windy' THEN 
'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Rain Showers' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Sleet' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Snow' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Snow and Sleet' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Snow Grains' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Snow Shower' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Snow Showers' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Rain' THEN 
'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Light Thunderstorms and Snow' THEN 
'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Mist' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Mostly Cloudy / Windy' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'N/A Precipitation' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Overcast' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Partial Fog' THEN 'good' 



        WHEN weather_condition = 'Partial Fog / Windy' TTHEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Partly Cloudy / Windy' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Patches of Fog' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Scattered Clouds' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Shallow Fog' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Showers in the Vicinity' THEN 
'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Small Hail' THEN 'good' 
        WHEN weather_condition = 'Thunder in the Vicinity' THEN 
'good' 
  ELSE 'bad' 
  END as weather_condn, severity  
FROM us_accident_v3) 

GROUP BY weather_condn, severity 

 



SSELECT avg(distance) AS avgDis, severity 
FROM us_accident_v3 

GROUP BY severity



SSELECT count(idHour) AS NumAcc, hourDay 
FROM (SELECT id AS idHour, 
CASE  
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 1 THEN 1 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 2 THEN 2 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 3 THEN 3 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 4 THEN 4 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 5 THEN 5 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 6 THEN 6 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 7 THEN 7 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 8 THEN 8         
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 9 THEN 9 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 10 THEN 10 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 11 THEN 11 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 12 THEN 12 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 13 THEN 13 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 14 THEN 14 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 15 THEN 15 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 16 THEN 16        
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 17 THEN 17 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 18 THEN 18 
        WHEN extract(hour from start_time) = 19 THEN 19 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 20 THEN 20 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 21 THEN 21  
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 22 THEN 22 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 23 THEN 23 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 0 THEN 24  
                ELSE 25 
END AS hourDay 
FROM us_accident_v3) 
WHERE hourDay<25 

GROUP BY hourDay





SSELECT avg(disHour) AS distanceAcc, hourDay  
FROM (SELECT distance AS disHour, 
CASE  
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 1 THEN 1 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 2 THEN 2 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 3 THEN 3 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 4 THEN 4 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 5 THEN 5 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 6 THEN 6 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 7 THEN 7 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 8 THEN 8         
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 9 THEN 9 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 10 THEN 10 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 11 THEN 11 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 12 THEN 12 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 13 THEN 13 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 14 THEN 14 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 15 THEN 15 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 16 THEN 16        
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 17 THEN 17 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 18 THEN 18 
        WHEN extract(hour from start_time) = 19 THEN 19 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 20 THEN 20 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 21 THEN 21  
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 22 THEN 22 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 23 THEN 23 
        WHEN extract(hour FROM start_time) = 0 THEN 24  
                ELSE 25 
END AS hourDay 
FROM us_accident_v3) 
WHERE hourDay<25 

GROUP BY hourDay



SSELECT count(id) AS numberAcc, severity, extract(week FROM 
start_time) AS weekDate 
FROM us_accident_v3 

GROUP BY severity, extract(week FROM start_time)









import numpy as np  
import pandas as pd 
import os  
 
from sklearn import preprocessing; 
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 
from sklearn import linear_model; 

def prepare_data(df,forecast_col,forecast_out,test_size): 
 
    a1 = df[forecast_col].shift(1) 
    a2 = df[forecast_col].shift(2) 
    df = df.join(a1, rsuffix='_yesterday') 
    df = df.join(a2, rsuffix='_dayb4_yesterday') 
    df = df[2:] 
     
    label = df[forecast_col].shift(-forecast_out); 
    df1 = df.join(label, rsuffix='_frcst') 
     
    X = df1[[forecast_col, 'close_yesterday', 'close_dayb4_yesterday']]; 
    X = preprocessing.scale(X)  
    X_lately = X[-forecast_out:]  



    X = X[:-forecast_out]  
    label.dropna(inplace=True);  
     
    y = label  
    X_train, X_test, Y_train, Y_test  = train_test_split(X, y, test_size= test_s
ize)  
 
    response = [X_train, X_test , Y_train , Y_test , X_lately , X , y , df1]; 
    return response; 

df=df[df.symbol=='IBM'] 
 
forecast_col = 'close' 
forecast_out = 5  
test_size = 0.2;  
 
X_train, X_test, Y_train, Y_test , X_lately, X, y, df1 = prepare_data(df,forecas
t_col,forecast_out,test_size); 
 
df1.dropna(inplace = True) 
 
print(df1[['close','close_yesterday','close_dayb4_yesterday','close_frcst']].cor
r()) 

                          close  close_yesterday  close_dayb4_yesterday  close_frcst 
close                  1.000000         0.996596         0.993113     0.983338  
close_yesterday        0.996596         1.000000         0.996599   0.980555  
close_dayb4_yesterday  0.993113         0.996599         1.000000       0.977948 
close_frcst            0.983338         0.980555         0.977948       1.000000 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt  
 
colors = (0,0,0) 
area = np.pi*15 



 
plt.figure(figsize=(16, 6)) 
plt.scatter(df1['close'], df1['close_frcst'], s=area, c=colors) 
plt.xlabel("Close") 
plt.ylabel("Close_Forecast") 

learner = linear_model.LinearRegression();  
learner.fit(X_train,Y_train);  
score=learner.score(X_test,Y_test); 
print('Score: ',score) 
y_predict = learner.predict(X_lately) 
(X_test) 



Score:  0.957262374489189 
 
array([167.04378739, 167.41285893, 166.48330279, 166.96847551, 
       166.26104251]) 
 
array([[-0.21577274, -0.2738619 , -0.28551875], 
       [ 0.98025063,  0.95759682,  0.98017646], 
       [-1.62858772, -1.58228679, -1.56057486], 
       ..., 
       [ 1.58009601,  1.61404871,  1.46122246], 
       [-0.47616756, -0.57969019, -0.52848351], 
       [ 0.49369119,  0.54588896,  0.33674742]]) 

# Regression Plot 
import seaborn as sns 
 
sns.regplot(df1['close_dayb4_yesterday'], df1['close_frcst']) 
# sns.regplot(df1['close'], df1['close_frcst']) 
# sns.regplot(df1['close_yesterday'], df1['close_frcst']) 
 
plt.ylim(0,) 
plt.xlabel('X X variables') 
plt.ylabel('Close_Forecast') 

import sklearn.metrics  
 
print('MAE: ',(mean_absolute_error(Y_test, y_predict))) 
print('MSE: ',mean_squared_error(Y_test, y_predict)) 
print('RMSE: ',np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(Y_test, y_predict))) 
 



MAE:  3.518125153214987
MSE: 24.379052739516403 
RMSE:  4.937514834359123 

params = {'n_estimators': 500, 'max_depth': 4, 'min_samples_split': 2, 
          'learning_rate': 0.01, 'loss': 'ls'} 
gbr = ensemble.GradientBoostingRegressor(**params) 
 
gbr.fit(X_train, Y_train) 
print('Score: ',gbr.score(X_test, Y_test)) 
mse = mean_squared_error(Y_test, gbr.predict(X_test)) 
print("MSE: %.4f" % mse) 

Score: 0.9570483159622816  
MSE: 24.5012 

import seaborn as sns 
 
sns.regplot(df1['close'], df1['close_frcst']) 
sns.regplot(df1['close_yesterday'], df1['close_frcst']) 
sns.regplot(df1['close_dayb4_yesterday'], df1['close_frcst']) 
 
plt.ylim(0,) 
plt.title('Plot for Regression Model') 
plt.xlabel('X variables') 
plt.ylabel('Close_Forecast') 



import xgboost 
  
xgbr = xgboost.XGBRegressor(colsample_bytree=0.4, gamma=0, learning_rate=0.07, 
                 max_depth=3, min_child_weight=1.5, n_estimators=10000,                 
                 reg_alpha=0.75, reg_lambda=0.45, subsample=0.6,seed=42)  
 
xgbr.fit(X_train, Y_train) 
 
score = xgbr.score(X_test, Y_test) 
print('Score: ',score) 
mse1 = mean_squared_error(Y_test, xgbr.predict(X_test)) 
print('MSE: ',mse1) 

Score: 0.9415299211129212  
MSE: 33.35340042490648

import seaborn as sns 
sns.regplot(df1['close'], df1['close_frcst']) 
sns.regplot(df1['close_yesterday'], df1['close_frcst']) 
sns.regplot(df1['close_dayb4_yesterday'], df1['close_frcst']) 
plt.ylim(0,) 
plt.title('PLOT FOR REGRESSION MODEL') 
plt.xlabel('X variables') 
plt.ylabel('Close_Forecast') 



from sklearn.model_selection import cross_val_score 
xgbr_cross = xgboost.XGBRegressor(colsample_bytree=0.4, gamma=0, learning_rate=0.07, 
                 max_depth=3, min_child_weight=1.5, n_estimators=10000,                     
                 reg_alpha=0.75, reg_lambda=0.4, subsample=0.6, seed=42)  
cv_4_results = cross_val_score(xgbr_cross, X, y, cv=4 ) 
cv_4_results 
 
print('MSE: ',np.mean(cv_4_results)) 

MSE:  0.6974598331099218 

import seaborn as sns 
sns.regplot(df1['close'], df1['close_frcst']) 
sns.regplot(df1['close_yesterday'], df1['close_frcst']) 
sns.regplot(df1['close_dayb4_yesterday'], df1['close_frcst']) 
 
plt.ylim(0,) 
plt.xlabel('X variables') 
plt.ylabel('Close_Forecast') 
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